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RH HOMECOMING PLANS COMPLETE
HOMECOMING & REUNION PROGRAM
Campus — April 30-May 2, 1965
Friday
Apr. 30
Saturday
M ay 1

8:00 P.M. FACULTY RECEPTION
Alumnae Lounge
11:00 A.M. REGISTRATION
Lourdes Lounge
11:30 A.M. CAMPUS TOUR
12:30 P.M. PUNCH PARTY
Lourdes Lounge
1:00 P.M. GRADUATES RECEPTION
Lourdes Dining Room
7:00 P.M. REUNION RECEPTION
Student Lounge — DS

General Chairman

7:45 P.M. REUNION DINNERS
Duns Scotus Dining Room

Mary Kay Pepe Poppenberg ‘61
announces

Sunday
M ay 2

1965 HOMECOMING
and REUNION
WEEKEND
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10:30 A.M. MASS — Father Edward Fisher
Marian Social Room
11:30 A.M. BRUNCH A FACULTY FORUMS
Duns Scotus Dining Room
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SISTER MARITA, O.S.F.
succeeds Sister M. Georgia as
Academic Dean at Rosary Hill

New Dean Discusses
Educational Challenge
Rosary Hill’s new academic dean,
Sister Marita OSF, paid tribute to the
initiative shown by the college in
meeting today’s challenge of woman’s
“interrupted career’’ when she ad
dressed some 100 faculty members at
a meeting on Monday evening, Feb
ruary 15, preceding a reception in
her honor.
“A woman who graduates from
college today,” Sister Marita pointed
out, ‘often begins her chosen career
only to interrupt it within a few
years for marriage. Later when her
family is grown, she is eager to return
to the career she once followed. This
pattern, with minor variations, has
Continued on Page 2

They won’t be! Hiding in the
daisies, that is - Rosary Hill’s
alumnae, we mean. Hiding in the
daisies? Far from it. They’ll be tour
ing the campus, taking over the dorms,
congregating in lounges and dining
rooms. They’ll be greeting fellow
classmates, reminiscing with beloved
teachers, bragging about husbands
and child^n and careers.
WHEN will this be happening?
WHAT’S the big event? Rosary H ills
first Homecoming and Reunion Week
end, of course - scheduled to take the
campus by storm from Friday, April
30 to Sunday, May 2. And if regis
trations to date are an indication, it’s
safe to say that every alumna from
coast to coast who can bribe a baby
sitter and/or thumb a ride will be on
hand.
A quick preview? On Friday even
ing present and former faculty mem
bers will be honored at a reception.
Katie Koessler Juhasz, class of ’62,
is in charge. What more need be saidexcept that it’s “ for free” and all
alumnae (with or without reservations)
are urged to attend. On Saturday,
things! will really swing into high gear
with tours of the campus, a punch
party ;and luncheon for the graduates,
and finally a Saturday evening of class
hi-jinks and fun to top all Home
coming evenings, Incidentally, it’s
understood that the sky will be the
limit for those special Reunion classes
of ’55 and ’60.
By 10:30 Sunday morning it’s con
fidently expected that all concerned
will be sufficiently rested to attend
a Mass celebrated by Father Fisher
and to enjoy a hearty and leisurely
brunch climaxed by the give-and-take
of exhilarating Faculty Forums.
Fun? You know it! DON’T hide
in the daisies.
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"A u d it" Classes Popular
with Alumnae and Husbands
“ Continuing education.” For
many Rosary Hill College alumnae
and their husbands, these words have
taken on a new and personal mean
ing recently. For the past four semes
ters, at the invitation of college presi
dent Sister M. Angela, graduates have
been attending regular classes in such
widely diverse subjects as Victorian
Literature, Modern Art, Latin Ameri
ca, Geopolotics and Contemporary
Affairs, Christian Life and Morals,
United States History and many
more. During the present semester,
58 courses were opened to Rosary
Hill alumnae and their husbands,
without charge.
From the point of view of the
college, this is one more important
way in which Rosary Hill can be of
service to “its own. ’ From the point
of view of the alumnae, audit classes
offer a welcome opportunity to con
tinue their education, whether they
are career women or homemakers and
mothers. And from the point of view
of the husbands? For the past two
semesters, a number of them have
been attending classes at their wives’
Alma Mater - perhaps with the hope
of advancing their own careers, pos
sibly anxious to continue to be wellinformed husbands of alert and
interesting wives.
As was the case during the 1964
Summer Session, courses will be open
ed to alumnae and husbands again
this summer where regular registra
tion permits. Complete information,
together w ith a list of available
courses, will be mailed to all alumnae
in the Buffalo area well in advance
of registration dates. If you live out
side the Buffalo area but expect to
be spending the summer here, and
want information about our “ Audit
Classes,” write the Alumnae Office
or call Esther Huff, TF 9-3600, ext.
212.
M t. Mennel Closed Retreat
Planned for Engaged Girls

Rosary Hill alumnae are welcome
to take part in the closed retreat
which will be held for engaged girls
at Mt. Mennel Retreat House in East
Aurora, May 14-16. The retreat master
will be Father Whitney who works
with Father Dino Lorenzetti at the
Family Life Center.
For further information contact Mrs.
James Burke, 11915 Liberia Road, East
Aurora — NI 2-7890.
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Sister M. Georgia O.S.F. Comments on
“Plight of the Humanities" Report
It is encouraging to see an article on the humanities going
out to the alumnae. It is also interesting to note that one of the
writers thinks that money could cure all our ills. It can not.
As long as a great number of Americans have no taste in the
fields of the humanities, if taste is not cultivated in the young,
all the money in the world will not help us.
When should we begin to cultivate taste in the young? During
the first five years of their lives. While they are still young boys
and girls, alumnae mothers, before school or any other outside
influence has touched them, while they are learning faster than
they will ever Jearn again; then is the time to cultivate a love for
the best.
If, at this time, they hear only great music; if their surrounding
decor is in good taste; if the books read to them are the great
classics of children’s literature; then, once they have lived through
their ‘gang age’ and their ‘peer age’ - when they wouldn’t be
caught thinking differently from the crowd - when they start to
live their lives as individuals, then they will turn back to those
first impressions and choose their entertainment with care.
TV cannot do it; radio, used judiciously, may help; but it is
the good taste of the mother that eventually shapes the good taste
of the child.
— Sister M. Georgia, O.S.F., Ph.D.
Professor of English
Rochester Alumnae Chapter
Hears Rev. P. David Finke
Members of the newly organized
Rochester Chapter of Rosary Hill Col
lege Alumnae heard a talk on
“ Changes in Church Liturgy” by the
Reverend P. David Finke, Chaplin
of Our Lady of Mercy High School
in Rochester, at their second regular
meeting on Wednesday evening, Feb
ruary 10, at the home of Mary Rita
Quinn ’60.
During a brief business session
conducted by chapter president Mar
tha Roesch Reagan 59, plans for
future meetings were outlined. In June,
Moreen Pitts Kiggins ’63 will be in
charge of a husband-wife picnic for
chapter members; Early next fall, a tea
honoring new members will be held.
And early in October, coinciding with
the Feast of St. Francis or the Feast
of the Holy Rosary, a Communion
Breakfast is planned.
In the meantime, car pools are
being arranged for Reunion Weekend.
Members of the Rochester Alumnae
Chapter are determined that their
group shall be well represented.

Jin fRemartaat
Joseph V. Sheehan
father of
Mary Sheehan Ferris, ’54

New Dean Discusses Educational Challenge
(Continued from Page 1)

become so common that we are ob
ligated to consider its educational
implications if we are adequately to
serve our graduates.
“The fact that their Alma Mater
has anticipated and is meeting this
challenge should be a matter of pride
to all Rosary Hill graduates,” Sister
Marita continued. “ For several semes
ters, we have been encouraging our
alumnae and their husbands to attend
regular classes at the college without
charge. Our Library is always open
to them and they are free to borrow
books for home use. Our Placement
Office is at their service and our
Director of Placement is happy to of
fer guidance and counseling on
request. The Alumnae Bulletin, sent
regularly to every alumna, includes
book reviews and recommended read
ing lists prepared by our Librarian.
We are forever on the alert to find
new ways of contributing to the con
tinuing education of our girls and re
vitalizing their ‘interrupted’ careers.”
Sister Marita, who succeeds Sister
M. Georgia as academic dean, recent
ly completed doctoral studies at
Columbia University where she work
ed on her thesis entitled; “ Proposals
for an Orientation Process for New
College Teachers” From 1959 to
February of 1963, she served as an
instructor of Theology at Rosary Hill.
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midst great
material well-being,
our culture stands in danger
of losing its very soul.

w

ith the greatest economic prosperity
ever known by Man;
With scientific accomplishments
unparalleled in human history;
With a technology whose machines and methods
continually revolutionize our way of life:
We are neglecting, and stand in serious danger of
losing, our culture’s very soul.
This is the considered judgment of men and women
at colleges and universities throughout the United
States— men and women whose life’s work it is to
study our culture and its “ soul.” They are scholars
and teachers of the humanities: history, languages,
literature, the arts, philosophy, the history and com
parison of law and religion. Their concern is Man
and men— today, tomorrow, throughout history.
Their scholarship and wisdom are devoted to assess
ing where we humans are, in relation to where we
have come from— and where we may be going, in
light of where we are and have been.
Today, examining Western Man and men, many
of them are profoundly troubled by what they see:
an evident disregard, or at best a deep devaluation,
o f the things that refine and dignify and give meaning
and heart to our humanity.

TT
- J L Jfc^ow is it now with us?” asks a group of
distinguished historians. Their answer: “ Without
really intending it, we are on our way to becoming a
dehumanized society.”
A group of specialists in Asian studies, reaching
essentially the same conclusion, offers an explanation:
“ It is a truism that we are a nation o f activists,
problem-solvers, inventors, would-be makers of bet
ter mousetraps. . . . The humanities in the age of
super-science and super-technology have an increas
ingly difficult struggle for existence.”
“ Soberly,” reports a committee of the American
Historical Association, “ we must say that in Ameri
can society, for many generations past, the prevailing
concern has been for the conquest of nature, the pro
duction o f material goods, and the development of a
viable system of democratic government. Hence we
have stressed the sciences, the application o f science
through engineering, and the application o f engineer
ing or quantitative methods to the economic and
political problems o f a prospering republic.”

The stress, the historians note, has become even
more intense in recent years. Nuclear fission, the
Communist threat, the upheavals in Africa and Asia,
and the invasion of space have caused our concern
with “practical” things to be “enormously rein
forced.”
Says a blue-ribbon “Commission on the Humani
ties,” established as a result of the growing sense of
unease about the non-scientific aspects of human life:
“The result has often been that our social, moral,
and aesthetic development lagged behind our material
advance.. . .
“The state of the humanities today creates a crisis
for national leadership.”

T

which extends into every home,
into every fife, into every section of our society, is
best observed in our colleges and universities. As
both mirrors and creators of our civilization’s atti
tudes, the colleges and universities not only reflect
what is happening throughout society, but often
indicate what is likely to come.
Today, on many campuses, science and engineering
are in the ascendancy. As if in consequence, important
parts of the humanities appear to be on the wane.
Scientists and engineers are likely to command the
best job offers, the best salaries. Scholars in the humanities are likely to receive lesser rewards.
Scientists and engineers are likely to be given finan
cial grants and contracts for their research—by govern
ment agencies, by foundations, by industry. Scholars
in the humanities are likely to look in vain for such
support.
Scientists and engineers are likely to find many of
the best-qualified students clamoring to join their
ranks. Those in the humanities, more often than not,
must watch helplessly as the talent goes next door.
Scientists and engineers are likely to get new build
ings, expensive equipment, well-stocked and up-tothe-minute libraries. Scholars in the humanities, even
allowing for their more modest requirements of phys
ical facilities, often wind up with second-best.
Quite naturally, such conspicuous contrasts have
created jealousies. And they have driven some persons
in the humanities (and some in the sciences, as well)
to these conclusions:
1) The sciences and the humanities are in mortal
M
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competition. As science thrives, the humanities must
languish—and vice versa.
2) There are only so many physical facilities, so
much money, and so much research and teaching
equipment to go around. Science gets its at the ex
pense of the humanities. The humanities’ lot will be
improved only if the sciences’ lot is cut back.
To others, both in science and in the humanities,
such assertions sound like nonsense. Our society,
they say, can well afford to give generous support to
both science and the humanities. (Whether or not it
will, they admit, is another question.)
A committee advising the President of the United
States on the needs of science said in 1960:
“ . . . We repudiate emphatically any notion that
science research and scientific education are the only
kinds of learning that matter to America. . . . Obvi
ously a high civilization must not limit its efforts to
science alone. Even in the interests of science itself,
it is essential to give full value and support to the
other great branches of Man’s artistic, literary, and
scholarly activity. The advancement of science must
not be accomplished by the impoverishment of any
thing else...
The Commission on the Humanities has said:
“ Science is far more than a tool for adding to our
security and comfort. It embraces in its broadest
sense all efforts to achieve valid and coherent views
of reality; as such, it extends the boundaries of ex
perience and adds new dimensions to human char
acter. If the interdependence of science and the hu
manities were more generally understood, men would
be more likely to become masters of their technology
and not its unthinking servants.”
None of which is to deny the existence of differ
ences between science and the humanities, some of
which are due to a lack of communication but others
of which come from deep-seated misgivings that the
scholars in one vineyard may have about the work
and philosophies of scholars in the other. Differences
or no, however, there is little doubt that, if Americans
should choose to give equal importance to both
science and the humanities, there are enough ma
terial resources in the U.S. to endow both, amply.

rp
A hus far , however, Americans have not so
chosen. Our culture is the poorer for it.

ROBERT PHILLIPS

m
the hum anities ’ view:

Mankind
is nothing
without
individual
men.

“ Composite m an, cross-section man,
organization m an, status-seeking man
are not here. I t is s till one o f the
m erits o f the hum anities th a t they see
man w ith a ll h is virtues and w eak
nesses, including h is fir s t, m iddle, and
last names.33
DON CAMERON ALLEN

”w - "W" ^ hy should an educated but practical
% /% / American take the vitality of the
% / % / humanities as his personal concern?
▼ T
What possible reason is there for the
business or professional man, say, to trouble himself
with the present predicament of such esoteric fields
as philosophy, exotic literatures, history, and art?
In answer, some quote Hamlet:
What is a man
I f his chief good and market o f his time
Be but to sleep and feed? a beast, no more.

Others, concerned with the effects of science and
technology upon the race, may cite Lewis Mumford:
. It is now plain that only by restoring the
human personality to the center of our scheme of
thought can mechanization and automation be
brought back into the services of life. Until this hap
pens in education, there is not a single advance in
science, from the release of nuclear energy to the
isolation of DNA in genetic inheritance, that may
not, because of our literally absent-minded automa
tion in applying it, bring on disastrous consequences
to the human race.”
Says Adlai Stevenson:
“To survive this revolution [of science and tech
nology], education, not wealth and weapons, is our
best hope—that largeness of vision and generosity of
spirit which spring from contact with the best minds
and treasures of our civilization.”

T

m he commission on the Humanities cites five
reasons, among others, why America’s need of the
humanities is great:
“ 1) All men require that a vision be held before
them, an ideal toward which they may strive. Ameri
cans need such a vision today as never before in their
history. It is both the dignity and the duty of hu
manists to offer their fellow-countrymen whatever
understanding can be attained by fallible humanity
of such enduring values as justice, freedom, virtue,
beauty, and trutfr. Only thus do we join ourselves
to the heritage of our nation and our human kind.
“2) Democracy demands wisdom of the average
man. Without the exercise of wisdom free institutions

and personal liberty are inevitably imperiled. To
know the best that has been thought and said in
former times can make us wiser than we otherwise
might be, and in this respect the humanities are not
merely our, but the world’s, best hope.
“ 3) . . . [Many men] find it hard to fathom the
motives of a country which will spend billions on its
outward defense and at the same time do little to
maintain the creative and imaginative abilities of its
own people. The arts have an unparalleled capability
for crossing the national barriers imposed by language
and contrasting customs. The recently increased
American encouragement of the performing arts is
to be welcomed, and will be welcomed everywhere
as a sign that Americans accept their cultural respon
sibilities, especially if it serves to prompt a corre
sponding increase in support for the visual and the
liberal arts. It is by way of the humanities that we
best come to understand cultures other than our own,
and they best to understand ours.
“4) World leadership of the kind which has come
upon the United States cannot rest solely upon su
perior force, vast wealth, or preponderant technology.
Only the elevation of its goals and the excellence of
its conduct entitle one nation to ask others to follow
its lead. These are things of the spirit. If we appear
to discourage creativity, to demean the fanciful and
the beautiful, to have no concern for man’s ultimate
destiny—if, in short, we ignore the humanities—then
both our goals and our efforts to attain them will be
measured with suspicion.
“ 5) A novel and serious challenge to Americans
is posed by the remarkable increase in their leisure
time. The forty-hour week and the likelihood of a
shorter one, the greater life-expectancy and the earlier
ages of retirement, have combined to make the bless
ing of leisure a source of personal and community
concern. ‘What shall I do with my spare time’ all-tooquickly becomes the question ‘Who am I? What shall
I make of my life?’ When men and women find
nothing within themselves but emptiness they turn
to trivial and narcotic amusements, and the society
of which they are a part becomes socially delinquent
and potentially unstable. The humanities are the im
memorial answer to man’s questioning and to his
need for self-expression; they are uniquely equipped
to fill the ‘abyss of leisure.’ ”
The arguments are persuasive. But, aside from the

scholars themselves (who are already convinced), is
anybody listening? Is anybody stirred enough to do
something about “ saving” the humanities before it
is too late?
“Assuming it considers the matter at all,” says
Dean George C. Branam, “the population as a whole
sees [the death of the liberal arts tradition] only as
the overdue departure of a pet dinosaur.
“ It is not uncommon for educated men, after
expressing their overwhelming belief in liberal educa
tion, to advocate sacrificing the meager portion found
in most curricula to get in more subjects related to
the technical job training which is now the principal
goal----“The respect they profess, however honestly they
proclaim it, is in the final analysis superficial and
false: they must squeeze in one more math course
for the engineer, one more course in comparative
anatomy for the pre-medical student, one more ac
counting course for the business major. The business
man does not have to know anything about a Bee
thoven symphony; the doctor doesn’t have to com
prehend a line of Shakespeare; the engineer will
perform his job well enough without ever having
heard of Machiavelli. The unspoken assumption is
that the proper function of education is job training
and that alone.”
Job training, of course, is one thing the humanities
rarely provide, except for the handful of students
who will go on to become teachers of the humanities
themselves. Rather, as a committee of schoolmen
has put it, “ they are fields of study which hold values
for all human beings regardless of their abilities,
interests, or means of livelihood. These studies hold
such values for all men precisely because they are
focused upon universal qualities rather than upon
specific and measurable ends.. . . [They] help man to
find a purpose, endow him with the ability to criticize
intelligently and therefore to improve his own society,
and establish for the individual his sense of identity
with other men both in his own country and in the
world at large.”

. ^ s this reason enough for educated Americans
to give the humanities their urgently needed support?

♦ The humanities: “Our lives are
“ Upon the humanities depend the
national ethic and m orality.. .

the substance they are made of.”
. . . the national use o f our
environment and our m aterial accomplishments
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. . . the national aesthetic and
beauty or lack o f i t . . .

ROBERT PHILLIPS
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“A million-dollar
project without
a million

m

m ^ he crisis in the humanities involves people,

facilities, and money. The greatest of these,
many believe, is money. With more funds,
J L - the other parts of the humanities’ problem
would not be impossible to solve. Without more,
they may well be.
More money would help attract more bright stu
dents into the humanities. Today the lack of funds is
turning many of today’s most talented young people
into more lucrative fields. “ Students are no different
from other people in that they can quickly observe
where the money is available, and draw the logical
conclusion as to which activities their society con
siders important,” the Commission on the Humanities
observes. A dean puts it bluntly: “The bright student,
as well as a white rat, knows a reward when he sees
one.”
More money would strengthen college and uni
versity faculties. In many areas, more faculty mem
bers are needed urgently. The American Philosophical
Association, for example, reports: “ . . . Teaching
demands will increase enormously in the years im
mediately to come. The result is: (1) the quality of
humanistic teaching is now in serious danger of de
teriorating; (2) qualified teachers are attracted to
other endeavors; and (3) the progress of research and
creative work within the humanistic disciplines falls
far behind that of the sciences.”
More money would permit the establishment of
new scholarships, fellowships, and loans to students.

More money would stimulate travel and hence
strengthen research. “ Even those of us who have
access to good libraries on our own campuses must
travel far afield for many materials essential to
scholarship,” say members of the Modem Language
Association.
More money would finance the publication of longoverdue collections of literary works. Collections of
Whitman, Hawthorne, and Melville, for example,
are “ officially under way [but] face both scholarly
and financial problems.” The same is true of translations of foreign literature. Taking Russian authors as
an example, the Modern Language Association notes:
“The major novels and other works of Turgenev,
Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and Chekhov are readily
available, but many of the translations are inferior
and most editions lack notes and adequate introduc-
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THUS PROFESSOR GAY WILSON ALLEN, One O f the
editors, describes the work on a complete edition
o f the writings o f Walt Whitman. Because of a
lack o f sufficient funds, many important literary
projects are stalled in the United States. One in
dication of the state o f affairs: the works of only
two American literary figures—Emily Dickinson
and Sidney Lanier—are considered to have been
collected in editions that need no major revisions.

f
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tions. . . . There are more than half a dozen transla
tions of Crime and Punishment. . . . but there is no
English edition of Dostoevsky’s critical articles, and
none of his complete published letters. [Other] writers
of outstanding importance. . . . have been treated
only in a desultory fashion.”
More money would enable historians to enter areas
now covered only adequately. “Additional, more
substantial, or more immediate help,” historians say,
is needed for studies of Asia, Russia, Central Europe,
the Middle East, and North Africa; for work in intel
lectual history; for studying the history of our West
ern tradition “ with its roots in ancient, classical,
7
9
Christian, and medieval history” ; and for “renewed
emphasis on the history of Western Europe and
America.” “As modest in their talents as in their
public position,” a committee of the American His-

torical Association says, “ our historians too often
have shown themselves timid and pedestrian in ap
proach, dull and unimaginative in their writing. Yet
these are vices that stem from public indifference.”
More money would enable some scholars, now en
gaged in “ applied” research in order to get funds, to
undertake “pure” research, where they might be far
more valuable to themselves and to society. An ex
ample, from the field of linguistics: Money has been
available in substantial quantities for research related
to foreign-language teaching, to the development of
language-translation machines, or to military com
munications. “The results are predictable,” says a
report of the Linguistics Society of America. “ On
the one hand, the linguist is tempted into subterfuge—
dressing up a problem of basic research to make it
look like applied research. Or, on the other hand, he
is tempted into applied research for which he is not
really ready, because the basic research which must
lie behind it has not yet been done.”
More money would greatly stimulate work in
archaeology. “ The lessons of Man’s past are humbling
ones,” Professor William Foxwell Albright, one of
the world’s leading Biblical archaeologists, has said.
“ They are also useful ones. For if anything is clear,
it is that we cannot dismiss any part of our human
story as irrelevant to the future of mankind.” But,
reports the Archaeological Institute of America, “ the
knowledge of valuable ancient remains is often per
manently lost to us for the lack of as little as $5,000.”

"m
y^-ORE money: that is the great need. But
^
/ ■ where will it come from?
I % / I
Science and technology, in America,
-A*. T M owe much of their present financial
strength—and, hence, the means behind their spec
tacular accomplishments—to the Federal govern
ment. Since World War II, billions of dollars have
flowed from Washington to the nation’s laboratories,
including those on many a college and university
campus.
The humanities have received relatively few such
dollars, most of them earmarked for foreign language
projects and area studies. One Congressional report
showed that virtually all Federal grants for academic
facilities and equipment were spent for science; 87
percent of Federal funds for graduate fellowships
went to science and engineering; by far the bulk of
Federal support of faculty members (more than $60
million) went to science; and most of the Federal
money for curriculum strengthening was spent on
science. Of $1,126 billion in Federal funds for basic
research in 1962, it was calculated that 66 percent
went to the physical sciences, 29 percent to the life
sciences, 3 percent to the psychological sciences, 2
percent to the social sciences, and 1 percent to “ other”
fields. (The figures total 101 percent because fractions
are rounded out.)
The funds—particularly those for research—were
appropriated on the basis of a clearcut quid pro quo:
in return for its money, the government would get
research results plainly contributing to the national
welfare, particularly health and defense.
With a few exceptions, activities covered by the
humanities have not been considered by Congress to
contribute sufficiently to “ the national welfare” to
qualify for such Federal support.

^ t is on precisely this point—that the humanities
are indeed essential to the national welfare—that
persons and organizations active in the humanities
are now basing a strong appeal for Federal support.
The appeal is centered in a report of the Commis
sion on the Humanities, produced by a group of dis
tinguished scholars and non-scholars under the chair
manship of Barnaby C. Keeney, the president of
Brown University, and endorsed by organization
after organization of humanities specialists.
“Traditionally our government has entered areas

where there were overt difficulties or where an oppor
tunity had opened for exceptional achievement,” the
report states. “The humanities fit both categories,
for the potential achievements are enormous while
the troubles stemming from inadequate support are
comparably great. The problems are of nationwide
scope and interest. Upon the humanities depend the
national ethic and morality, the national aesthetic
and beauty or the lack of it, the national use of our
environment and our material accomplishments. . . .
“The stakes are so high and the issues of such
magnitude that the humanities must have substantial
help both from the Federal government and from
other sources.”
The commission’s recommendation: “ the establish
ment of a National Humanities Foundation to
parallel the National Science Foundation, which is so
successfully carrying out the public responsibilities
entrusted to it.”

sI

uch a proposal raises important questions
for Congress and for all Americans.
Is Federal aid, for example, truly necessary? Can
not private sources, along with the states and mu
nicipalities which already support much of American
higher education, carry the burden? The advocates
of Federal support point, in reply, to the present
state of the humanities. Apparently such sources of
support, alone, have not been adequate.
Will Federal aid lead inevitably to Federal control?
“There are those who think that the danger of

“Until they want to,
it won't be done."
barnaby c. keeney (opposite page), university
president and scholar in the humanities, chairs
the Commission on the Humanities, which has
recommended the establishment of a Federally
financed National Humanities Foundation. Will
this lead to Federal interference? Says President
Keeney: “ When the people o f the U.S. want to
control teaching and scholarship in the humani
ties, they will do it regardless of whether there is
Federal aid. Until they want to, it won’t be done.”

Whether or not Washington does assume a role in
financing the humanities, through a National Hu
manities Foundation or otherwise, this much is cer
tain: the humanities, if they are to regain strength
in this country, must have greater understanding,
backing, and support. More funds from private
sources are a necessity, even if (perhaps especially if)
Federal money becomes available. A diversity of
sources of funds can be the humanities’ best insurance
against control by any one.
Happily, the humanities are one sector of higher
education in which private gifts—even modest gifts—
can still achieve notable results. Few Americans are
wealthy enough to endow a cyclotron, but there are
many who could, if they would, endow a research
fellowship or help build a library collection in the
humanities.

Federal control is greater in the humanities and the
arts than in the sciences, presumably because politics
will bow to objective facts but not to values and
taste,” acknowledges Frederick Burkhardt, president
of the American Council of Learned Societies, one
of the sponsors of the Commission on the Humanities
and an endorser of its recommendation. “The plain
fact is that there is always a danger of external con
trol or interference in education and research, on
both the Federal and local levels, in both the public
and private sectors. The establishment of institutions
and procedures that reduce or eliminate such inter
ference is one of the great achievements of the demo
cratic system of government and way of life.”
Say the committeemen of the American Historical
Association: “A government which gives no support
at all to humane values may be careless of its own
destiny, but that government which gives too much
support (and policy direction) may be more danger
ous still. Inescapably, we must somehow increase the
prestige of the humanities and the flow of funds. At
the same time, however grave this need, we must
safeguard the independence, the originality, and the
freedom of expression of those individuals and those
groups and those institutions which are concerned
with liberal learning.”
Fearing a serious erosion of such independence,
some persons in higher education flatly oppose Fed
eral support, and refuse it when it is offered.

l ™both public and private institutions, in both
small colleges and large universities, the need is ur
gent. Beyond the campuses, it affects every phase of
the national life.
This is the fateful question:
Do we Americans, amidst our material well-being,
have the wisdom, the vision, and the determination
to save our culture’s very soul?

associated with the American Alumni
Council. (The editors, of course, speak for
themselves and not for their institutions.)
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Education, Inc. All rights reserved; no
part may be reproduced without express
permission of the editors. Printed in U.S.A.
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RHC BOOKSTORE SERVES YOU, TOO!
Just for the students?
Of course not!

Rosary Hill's New Bookstore

RH CREST CERAMIC MUGS,
white or black ..................... .-...ea. 2.75

Rosary Hill’s busy new book
store, located in Duns Scotus Hall
where the locker room used to be,
is for YOU, too.

"CAMPUS NITEES",
fire-red cotton, white RH crest
S, M, L ....................................................2.25
MATCHING TASSELED NIGHTCAP .60

Whether you can shop in per
son every time you want an ex
clusive “RH” sweatshirt or dis
tinctive gift or adorable terry
“RH” sunsuit for Baby, or
whether you shop by mail, you’ll
enjoy being a regular customer
of this convenient, well stocked
store.
Want the latest in records at
money-saving discount prices?
Want stationery or toiletries,
greeting cards or books? Want a
charm for your bracelet, stuffed
“RH” toys for the tiny tots, an
assortment of distinctive Rosary
Hill decals? Drop in any Monday
through Friday from 8 A.M. to
5 P.M.—or let store manager Sis
ter M. Theresa, OSF, or her de
lightful and capable assistant,
Mrs. Laurie Grandits, give your
mail order prompt and careful
attention.

RH CREST CERAMIC COFFEE MUGS,
white ............................................ ea. 1.00

RH MINIATURE CERAMIC MUGS,
white with gold ..................... ea. .69

Store Hours 8 A.M. — 5 P.M.
Monday through Friday
Exclusive at RHC Bookstore
RH CREST SWEATSHIRTS,
white, powder, navy— S, M, L ...2 .9 5
RH HOODED SWEATSHIRTS,
powder, sizes 4 to 1 6 ..................... 2.95
RH SAND-BOXER SUNSUIT,
white terry-blue trim, infants....1.25
RH TERRY BIB,
white with blue trim ..........................79
RH PENNANTS,
blue with white crest— small,
45c; large ........................................... 1.00

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

RH CERAMIC ASHTRAYS,
white with gold .......................'. ea. .65
RH RING CHARMS,
gold or silver tone, blue stone..3.00*
ROSARY HILL CHARMS,
gold or silver to n e .......................2 .5 0 *
RH GOLD-CREST STATIONERY,
white, pink, blue ..................... ; .......... 85
THE EVOLUTION OF MONEY,
by Dr. Rupert J. Ederer.......... „•...... 4.50
LITTLE PEOPLE PAPERBACKS,
set of 5 religious storybooks
illustrated in color by Sister M.
Jeanne and others ............................1.75
RH STUFFED FELT DOG,
blue and white ...............
2.50
RH HUMPTY-DUMPTY,
blue and white ................................. 1.95
*

plus 10% Federal Tax
IF YOU LIVE IN ERIE COUNTY please
include Erie County Sales Tax— 3 %
per dollar of total sale. Also please
add 25 cents for handling and mailing.
IF YOU ORDER JEWELRY, please include
10 % Federal Tax.

Clip and mail to Bookstore

ROSARY HILL COLLEGE, 4380 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

14226

Please send the following:
Number

Item

Color

_____________

Size

______________

Price

$ __________

Plus Erie County Sales Tax (if any) .............................................
Plus 10% Federal Tax (if any) ....................................................
Plus 25c for handling and mailing enclosed ............................
TOTAL (check or money o rd er)..................................................$
Send to NAME:
ADDRESS:

CLASS:
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Sister M. Georgia Honored
at Faculty Reception and Dinner

Sister Georgia( seated), Sister Angela, Patricia Curtis and John
Masterson. Miss Curtis, member of Rosary Hill's first graduating
class who returned to head the Music Concentration following
her extensive graduate study, is an alumna who has been
both a student and a colleague of Sister Georgia's. Professor
Masterson, chairman of the English Language and Literature
Concentration, is the only member of the lay faculty to have
served with Sister Georgia since the college opened in 1948.

“ She’s not retiring. She’s not leaving Rosary Hill.
She’s merely moving from the whirlwind activity of a
busy Dean’s office to the Ivory Tower of research and
teaching.” These were the words of John T. Masterson,
master of ceremonies, as he spoke for his colleagues in
paying tribute to Sister M. Georgia at a faculty reception
and dinner on Monday evening, February 1, marking her
retirement as academic dean after having served Rosary
Hill in that capacity since 1949.
Sister M. Angela, president of the college, and Miss
Patricia Curtis, chairman of the Music Concentration,
added their tributes to those of Mr. Masterson. In respond
ing, Sister Georgia had little time for the backward glance.
As always, it was the future that claimed her interest
and concern. “We’ve come a long way since 1949,” said
Sister Georgia. “We’ve grown from one old mansion and
80 students to this beautiful campus with its modern facili
ties and 916 students. We must continue to grow. Accep
ting the challenge of a changing world, we must project project tomorrow’s needs in the way of physical facilities project tommorow’s educational demands with regard to
curriculum, faculty, admissions’ standards, teaching equip
ment. Only in this way can Rosary Hill maintain its pres
ent proud standing in the field of higher education.”
Sister M. Angela presented Sister
Georgia with a delicate hand-carved
wooden crucifix on behalf of the ad
ministration, and members of the fa
culty presented a purse with the hope
that it would contribute to the pleasure
of a long-postponed vacation trip
when academic duties permit.
In addition to her duties as pro
fessor of English, Sister Georgia will
direct the Honors Program at Rosary
Hill. She will be missed from the Of
fice of Academic Dean, but faculty
and students alike rejoice that she
will continue to take an active part
in the life and growth of the college.

Colleagues crowd Alumnae Lounge to pay tribute to Sister Georgia
and wish her well on her retirement as academic dean.

Alumnae Association
DIAMONDS BRIGHT FOR:
Lenore W. Peters ’63 to Daniel F . Dimon;
Norrine Christiano ’61 to Paul D. Clarke;
Sara J. Bozer x’66 to Dr. Shiro Imahori;
Barbara C. Kiedrowski x’63 to Seaman Al
bert C. Shurka; Alice D. Ryan ’62 to Wil
liam G. Frank, Jr.; Marie A. Leins ’65 to
Carl J. LaCorte; Elinor M. Malone ’64 to
Montross S. Rice; Judith M. Flak ’64 to
Mark E . Mahoney; Michele M. Tauriello
’64 to Robert J. Andolina; Claire Harding
’62 to Ronald Kuehmeier; Barbara I. Navagh
’65 to John G. Wittman, Jr.; Pamela R.
Ryan ’62 to Lawrence D. Jacobs.
Barbara Ann Hubbard ‘60 to Captain George
Latturner.

CRADLE CALL FOR:
Judy Jenkins Kilroy ’61, Karen Maureen
12—1—64; Carol Siefert Laschinger ’60, Diane
Marie 1 -4 -6 5 ; Anne McGarry Hanzel ’60,
Angela Marie 1 -1 7 -6 5 ; Roberta Phillips Cuddihy ’63, Richard George Patrick 1 -2 1 -6 5 ;
Christine Ruszaj Willig 64, Elizabeth Ann
1 -3 1 -6 5 ; Kathleen Colquhoun Grieco ’62,

Bradley Alan 1 -1 3 -6 5 ; Marie Sciandra Gueth
’52, Teresa Ann (adopted); Barbara Eckert
Ochterski ’65, Boy 3 -5 -6 5 ; Sue Erlenbach
Mclnerney ’63, Therese; Margaret Drake
Secky ’63, Brian Joseph 1 -2 7 -6 5 ; Mary Jo
Hezel Malley ’63, Michael Sean 2 -1 2 -6 5 ;
Joan Becker Borzilleri ’63, Laura Carole
1 -3 1 -6 5 ; Margaret Carey McCabe ’63, Eliza
beth Ann 3 -4 -6 5 ; Mary Ann Kelly Richard
son ’59, Kevin Paul 10 -1 2 -6 4 ; Patricia Sartoris Rutkowski ’62, Joseph Peter 3 -1 7 -6 5 ;
Mary Ellen Kulba x o3, Barbara Lynn 1 23-65.

WEDDING BELLS FOR:
Linda A. Cercone ’64 to David F . Zimmer
man 12-26-64; Elaine B. Anzalone x ’67 to
James P. Robie 1 -2 3 -6 5 ; Sandra J. Colby’66
to George F . Stossell 2 -2 7 -6 5 ; Joyce Miskuf ’62 to Doctor J. Michael Taylor 2 -6 -6 5 ;
Maria Josa ’64 to Laszlo J. Hegedus 2 -2 7 -6 5 ;
Jeanne P. McCann ’60 to Stephen F . Hadrovic 1 -2 3 -6 5 ; Juliann Cleary ’64 to Emile J.
Peters 3 -2 7 -o5; Judith Reed ’63 to Roger
Dixon 1 -3 0-65.

Elects Officers
At its regular February meeting,
the Board o f Directors of the Rosary
Hill College Alumnae Association
elected the following officers: Mary
Kay Pepe Poppenberg ’61, president;
Kathleen G. Kearns ’57, vice presi
dent; Bonita H. Mayer ’61, recording
secretary; and Antoinette J. Paterniti
’64, treasurer.
These officers, who will serve for
a period of two years, will be installed
following the Graduates’ Luncheon
in Lourdes Hall on Saturday, May 1.
Newly elected members of the Board
of Governors will also take office at
that time. They are presently being
chosen by written ballot from voting
members of the Association.
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CLASS OF ‘52: Marie Sciandra Gueth, 6342458. The balmy breezes of the South enticed
several from the class of ‘52 for mid-winter
vacations. Joan Braven Coughlin and her hus
band Ed vacationed in Florida during the
month of February. Maureen Culligan Ma
loney and husband Kevin flew to the Virgin
Islands for eleven days following a three day
stay in New York City. An all-expense trip
for two for a week to Jamaica was the co
veted prize that Coach brought to Jean D ePlato Tzetzo. He had won a promotion contest
connected with his confectionery business.
Joyce Fink toured Miami for eight days
recently.
On a different note, Janet Cannon Mead
went to Chicago with her husband Dick
for a week on a combination business and
pleasure trip. Dick is an officer of D.J.
Mead & Son, Inc., a paper concern, and the
occasion for their visit was a convention of
the paper and packaging industry. Mary Brade
Korkuc is attending graduate classes at the
State Teachers University College at Buffalo
(that’s old Buffalo State Teachers College remember?) to learn the whys and wherefores
of modern math, so she will be able to teach
this new theory. Mary Mulhall Haberer is
substitute teaching from kindergarten to third
grade in the Glendale Elementary School,
which is part of the Sweet Home Central
School District. Your columnist has recently
been part of the committee drafting a consti
tution for the Women’s Auxiliary to the
Erie County Bar Association. The constitution
was completed, the committee proudly reports,
without resorting to interpretations of clause
from the husband of the constition com
mittee.
There will one more issue of the Bulle
tin for the current year, so let me know any
items I may have missed so they will surely
be included.
CLASS OF ‘58: Delia McKenna McAuliffe,
Jr., TF4-4803. I enjoyed bringing my home
grown “welcome wagon” to 16 Wainwright
Road recently to greet some not-so-distant
neighbors named Scolese. Gloria Palisano
Scolese moved about the first of the year
from South Buffalo with her husband and
daughter to their new home in St. Aloysius’
parish.
It would be nice if we had an alumna
near Shreveport, La., to personally welcome
Arlene Rollek Adamczak and family who will
probably be settled there by the time you
read this. Ed recently received a promotion
from Western Electric and is currently busy
interviewing and hiring personnel for a plant
soon to be constructed at Shreveport.
Marge Kita Dix and family are still counted
among tne country’s military personnel. Marge
and Jim are currently stationed at beautiful
Virginia Beach with their boys - Perry,
Micnael, Bobby and David.
Because of a little name confusion, some
of us lost track of Mary Crotty Reinagel.
(We used the name “ Donna” in school.)
She lives in Tonawanda with her husband Ed,
and their five children. Andrew, the youngest
in a family of four boys and one girl, was
bom in February of 1964. His only sister
was named “ Paula” after a dear friend to
each of us from RHC.
Mary Lynn Brydges Bardon greeted many
of us from the newspapers in a very attrac
tive portrait with her entire family during her
father’s recent successful political campaign.
CLASS OF '60: Pat Stanton Mergenhagen,
824-1735. In a letter sent to the Alumnae
Office in March, Annette Unfried included
much news of interest. In February, 1964,
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she accepted the position of Director of the
Medical Record Department of the Williams
port Hospital, a 320 bed general hospital
located in a picturesque Susquehanna valley
in central Pennsylvania. Her address is 417
Jordan Avenue, Montoursville, Pa. Soon after
moving to Pennsylvania, Annette j oined the
A.A.U.W. -(remember the article in the Feb
ruary Bulletin about that organization?) An
nette writes: “ During the past year, mem
bers of the Williamsport Branch of the A.
A.U.W. concentrated on learning more about
the Orient. — All of us benefited from each
meeting. — Membership in this association
has introduced me to women who share many
of the same interests as I, and has made my
first year in Pennsylvania an extremely
pleasant one. — As corresponding secretary,
1 have learned how each branch of the
A.A.U.W. functions. — A11R.H.C. alumnae,
especially those living out of town, should
avail themselves of A.A.U.W. membership
and participate in the stimulating and re
warding programs.” (Editor’s Note: Aspointed out in the February Alumnae B ulletin,
Rosary Hill College maintains; a corporate
membership in A.A.U.W. which entitles aiiy
Rosary Hill graduate, wherever she may be
living, to join the A.A.U.W.)
Barbara Hubbard is teaching in Germany
and will be married there in July to Captain
George Latturner who is from Chicago, Illi
nois. Barbara’s parents are planning to attend
the wedding. After spending another year in
Germany, Barbara and her husband will return
to the United States.
Anna Maria McGarry Hanzel writes from
her new home at 3825 West 5th Street, Winona,
Minnesota, that she would love to receive
some mail. Dolores McMahon Nelson and her
husband Paul are enjoying a beautiful new
home at 5 Valera Drive, Burnt Hills, N.Y.,
a suburb of Schenectady. Mary Croak Mc
Manus and her husband Tom are living in
New Hartford, N.Y., just south of Utica.
On Valentine’s Day they welcomed a baby
girl, Moira Katherine.
Speaking of Utica, a new Buffalo Alumnae
Chapter is being organized which will include
members from the entire Utica-Rome-Syracuse area. The initial meeting is tentatively
scheduled for late in April at the home of
Betsy Ahrens Bridge in East Syracuse. It is
hoped that Sister M, Angela will attend.
Looking forward to seeing everyone at Re
union. Please call me if you have any news.
CLASS OF '62: Pamela R. Ryan, 834-8279.
Perhaps this news comes a little late - but
Barbara Zimmerman is back at her home on
Richmond Avenue and is enjoying the ex
perience of teaching a group of talented 7th
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grade children in an “ advanced” class at
School 68. After a year of teaching in Sacred
Heart Convent in Hawaii, Barbara spent
2Vi years in travels that took her literally
around the world - Thailand, India, Japan,
Italy, Israeli - name the country ana Bar
bara has probably been there.
The rest of this brief column has to be a
little on the personal side. When you read
the “ Diamonds Bright” column, you’ll un
derstand why. Following a May 22nd wed
ding, your reporter will be living in Brooklyn,
N.Y. The two years spent in keeping in touch
with the wonderful members of the Class of
1962 and reporting their comings and goings
has been most enjoyable. Starting with the
June issue of the Bulletin, Margery Conway
Rittling will be acting as your reporter and
she’ll appreciate every bit of news you can
send her way: Mrs. Mark Rittling, 54 Welling
ton Road, Buffalo 16, - 838-1538.
CLASS OF '63: Joanne Finaldi Senall, 8376719. Well, since we last talked, one of our
classmates has taken upon herself the role of
business woman. Recently Chris Napier Duffey and her husband Robert purchased a ski
lodge on Washington Street in Ellicottville,
New York. If anyone feels like enjoying a
vacation weekend and having breakfast ser
ved before the fireplace, plan on visiting
“The Villager” . Good chance to see Chris,
too. Speaking of skiing, you may have noticed
the picture of one of our classmates in the
paper not too long ago. Grace Ann Galvin
was crowned a ski queen. Nice going, Grace!
Two of our classmates have moved re
cently. Betsy Rolling Erdman and her hus
band Bill are now living at 3000 Delaware
Avenue in Kenmore, and Marilyn Lorenz
Guercio and her husband Dick send enthu
siastic reports of their new home in California.
Sharon Richardson writes from the Bronx
that she will move to the Boston North Shore
area late in September. New address will
follow.
Norma Meyer is presently flying out of
New York City and tells of her many flights
to Europe. Arlene Evanish called to talk over
the Easter vacation she is planning in Jamaica.
Speaking of vacations, Karen Ryan recently
returnea from Florida and Helen Habermehl
Liebler is planning to spend Easter there.
From vacations to careers, Marita O’Brien
reports that she is currently employed at the
Erie County Department of Social Welfare
in the Geriatrics Division.
Margie Drake Secky writes proud news
of her son Brian, Mary Jo Hezel Malley sends
exciting reports of son Michael Sean, and
Bobbie Phillips Cuddihy is looking forward
to visiting Buffalo with son Richard George
Patrick in the spring. Looks like the Irish
names are top favorites for the children of our
classmates.
Remember the likes and dislikes Sue E rlenbach Mclnerney held for fashion? Well,
presently Sue has decided that she dislikes
the styles of baby clothes. S o ---- she has
proceeded to buy little girl clothes and re
make them to fit infant daughter Theresa.
Sue feels they have more style. Joan Becker
Borzilleri talks proudly of her daughter Laura
Carole, while Rhetta Saia Greeman has news
of their Hertel Avenue apartment and the
growth of daughter Clarissa.
In closing, may I ask that you please
call me or drop a note about what’s been
happening to you. You may have noticed
that our class has had no news in the last
two issues of the Bulletin. This was be
cause no one had sent along any in
formation. So — please!
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CLASS OF '64: Elaine Schwab Zilliox, 8326093. News picked up from here, there and
everywhere about members ofthe Class of ’64.
Janis Andruschat is living in New York
Citjr with Julie Stiller and Karen Bernick.
She’s teaching 2nd grade and loves it, be
lieve it or not. Karen Bernick is teaching
4th grade - and she loves it, too - again,
believe it or not! Julie Stiller, a bank teller,
joins Audrey Hepburn for breakfast. Julie
Bondanza Helfand is out of the Peace Corps.
Both she and her husband are now teaching
at Grover Cleveland. Donna Bova is doing
graduate work in French at the University
of Buffalo. Dianne Flore is working for Proc
tor and Gamble in the Market Research
department. Mary Ann Gill is in Arizona.
She’s in charge of a cottage at a Good Shep
herd Home there. Mary Guarino, a grade
school teacher in Lackawanna, was one of a
group that enjoyed a Christmas trip to Jamai
ca with Msgr. Bucher. Carol Jakubiec, Sylvia
Vevirit and Georgia Cody are living in the
Campus Apartments. Carol is teaching Eng
lish at Maryvale Junior High. Sylvia is doing
a most efficient job of public relations for
J. C. Penney, and Georgia is teaching Spanish
at Amherst Central. Mary Lahiff is attending
Graduate School in Connecticut. Mary Little
field is a medical technician at Sister’s
Hospital and Mary Ann O’Connor is teaching
5th grade at St. Benedict’s. Holly Schmitz,
who has already sent along the good word
that she is going to be on nand for Home
coming, is working for the New York City
Port Authority on World Trade Center. Ni
cole d’Entremont is on the staff of the
Catholic Worker in the Bowry - fighting
against Holly’s World Trade Center among
other things. Mary Jo Uebbing is teaching
art to 7th graders at Blasdell. Sue Cramer, is
now an executive trainee at Marine Trust.
Sue Donlon is attending the Catherine Gibbs
Secretarial School. Mickey Joseph, who grad
uated in January as you may remember, en
joyed a period of leisurely recuperation in
Florida before heading for Europe - special
destination, Lebanon. Pat Burns, who spent
some time in Oklahoma and loves it there,
hoped to visit Mexico before coming back
home. Pat Martin is doing graduate work
in biology at U. B. Valerie Brown is en
joying her work of rehabilitation counseling
for the U. S. government, Jean Zembaty is
doing graduate work in modern languages
at the University of Rochester, Gail Hoppough
Goodwin is teaching at Maryvale, Diane
Hamlin is teaching 3rd grade in New Jersey,
Joan Boglioli is doing substitute teaching
on Long Island, Mary Brooks is teaching
4th grade at St. Theresa’s in Lackawanna,
and Georgia Cody (how DID you get in here
a second time, Georgia?) is planning to tour
Spain this summer and to study at the Uni
versity of Madrid.
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If you’re “expecting” still more news
from 64 - well, at fne time these notes
were collected, our expectant members in
cluded Mary Ellen Zang Hoffman, Carol
Day Bieron, Joan Ervolina Ess and Katy
Kane Van Tuyi, who is now living at Landia
Base in Arizona. That’s about it - except
that Kathy Metz, Dottie Nicosia, Judy Kuznia, Sue Cramer, Mary Littlefiela and Toni
Paterniti have formed a Dinner Club and are
having a tremendous time getting together on
the 2nd Wednesday of every month. If you’d
like to join the group, you’ll be most welcome.
Oh! A couple of last minute items. Joanne
Angelo is working toward her Master’s degree
in Education at Columbia University. Kath
leen Krajewski is enjoying a two-month
tour of Europe with the Olympic Track Team,
(she’s our 220 yd. specialist). And finally,
your reporter is thoroughly enjoying her work
as art teacher and chairman of the Art De
partment at Bishop Neumann High School,
RUT - that, plus the care of a new home
leaves little time for gathering class news.
So PLEASE write or call me: Mrs. Robert
W. Zilliox, 185 Millicent Avenue, Buffalo
14215
- 832-6093.
I
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CURRENT and READABLE
from the shelves of M arian Library with com
ment by Sister M. Patrice, O .S .F ., lib rarian

. . . in the art o f learned discovery
are to be found things o f the spirit.
Ulanov, Barry: Seeds of Hope in the
Modem World, 1962
“ • • • the modern world is worthy
of our hope.” Modern man entangled
with disillusionment and uncertanties
continually seeks new modes of ex
pression in all fields relating to him
and his world. As he pierces the mys
terious unknown of the physical, psy
chological and spiritual realms, he
proves that areas of communication
and reconciliation are possible for
man to find and know, himself, his
relations to the world and society, and with both to establish hope in a
fear-laden world.

. . . toward a largness o f vision,
ROCHESTER CHAPTER: Maryanne Steger
'62, 456 Maple St., Rochester. Our group
is still just getting started and our 9‘hot
lines” of communication aren’t working as
smoothly and promptly as they might. Well,
here’s the news that has filtered through and with a little bit o’ luck and lots of
cooperation there should be more next time.
Martha Resch Reagan ’59 is teaching CCD
classes at Guardian Angels School in Hen
rietta. Betsy Zimmerman Naylon ’55 is
attending art classes at the Memorial Art
Gallery. Ann Rowling Burns: ’60 and her
husband attended a Veterinary convention at
Kiamesha Lake and then spent a few days
sight-seeing and vacationing in New York
City. Janice Wutz Rachfal ’62 and her hus
band Jerry are enjoying nine sunny, carefree
days at Miami Beach this spring. And speak
ing of Janice - Adrienne Ruxin Ceiss ’63
thinks it is quite a coincidence that she was
Tanice’s neighbor not only in Buffalo, but
here in Rochester, too. Margaret Carey Mc
Cabe ’63 is boasting that she had her first
baby, Elizabeth Ann, on the same day work
was begun on their new home. Nice planning,
Margaret! Finally, your reporter is enjoying
her work as a technical librarian at the Stronberg-Carlson Corporation - and would enjoy
hearing from each and every one of the
Rochester group with LOTS of news just
as fast as things happen. Oh! LOTS of us
are hoping ana planning to be in Buffalo
for HOMECOMING. See you there!
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Phenix, Philip: Man and His Becom
ing, 1964
No one narrowed field of study
can reveal man in his entirety as a
human being. An intergrated and
inter-disciplinary philosophy of in
quiry must be known in order to un
derstand and know man as an “in
terfused unity of body , mind and
spirit.”

. . . meaning and heart to our hu
manity.
Dawson, Christopher: Historic Reality
of Christian Culture 1960
Christian culture is not confined
to theology alone, but when enhanced
by the spiritual vision of man, it
extends to all forms of expression. A
reform in modern education would
restore an understanding ofthe Chris
tian tradition and be strengthened by
significant movements of the study of
the psychological basis of society. It
should also be ready to embrace
and extend such understanding
to a universal dimension by a will
ingness to incorporate an eastern cul
tural understanding with the long
emphasized occidental C hristian
heritage.
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